Thinking about…
outsourcing your
UK VAT compliance?
If you need a modern end-to-end compliance
service, that adds value and isn’t a distraction
to your business, then outsourcing to a
‘technology enabled’ provider should be
given serious consideration.
We can take on and manage your indirect tax
obligations and provide you with a fully
automated MTD ready solution to meet all of
your compliance needs.

Why outsource?

What makes Deloitte different?

How it works

Whether you’re looking for
‘ready-made’ MTD
compliance or an alternative
to lots of manual adjustments
& resource drain, our service
will deliver real improvements
to your compliance process
with minimum fuss. The
combination of our ‘best in
class’ technology, processes,
and our specialist team
delivers a cost effective
compliance service simply
and effectively.

Deloitte provides a high quality,
tailored VAT compliance service
by partnering with your business
to understand your compliance
needs.

Deloitte’s ITC technology can
fully automate your end-to-end
compliance process, from data
extraction to return submission.

Connect with us:
Stuart Martin
-DirectorCompliance & Technology

We have a dedicated team of UK
indirect tax compliance
specialists who prepare over
2,000 returns annually.
Our technology platform is fully
compliant with MTD legislation
and is capable of consolidating
data from multiple sources, while
performing automatic data
quality checks. This ensures an
accurate, easy to review VAT
return output.
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Our technology includes 35
automated quality checks &
a full audit trail of adjustments
in addition to MTD compliant
submissions.
We pride ourselves in tailoring
our compliance service to meet
your business needs.
It’s easy to transition; we provide
straight forward instructions to
onboard you quickly & painlessly.
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